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Panther Chameleon

Introduction

Welcome to Dublin Zoo’s                                 series where we will
give you and your children a daily activity booklet to work together
to complete. 
 
All of the answers you will need to complete this activity booklet
can be found on the Dublin Zoo website – www.dublinzoo.ie, or on
our social media pages. 
 
If you and your children are taking part in these activities, don’t
forget to tag                                in your progress pictures so we can
share them on our Instagram and Facebook Stories. 
 
Have fun and stay safe! – 

#dublinzoofun

dublin zoo

#dublinzoofun



colour me in
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Panther Chameleon

Panther chameleons use different colours to indicate their emotions - when feeling
threatened or stressed, during territorial disputes and courtship.

 
Use your imagination to colour in the below image and help him reflect his mood.

What mood is your 
panther chameleon in?
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Panther Chameleon

true or false
Tick True or False on the facts below.

 

Juvenile panther chameleons are greyish brown.

Panther chameleons can live up to 50 in the wild.

Panther chameleons are native to the tropical forests of
Madagascar.

Panther chameleons are vegetarian.

Panther chameleons only change colour when they're
cold.

True               False

True               False

True               False

True               False

True               False



wordsearch
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Panther Chameleon



Panther chameleons are rainbow-coloured
lizards. They have unusual feet which look like
tongs and helps them grip onto branches.
Their toes are fused with two on the outside
and three on the inside of the foot. They also
have a prehensile tail which means they can
grip independently usually around branches.
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fill in the blanks

Panther Chameleon

toes, tail, lizards, branches, chameleons, foot



1.

2.

3.

tell us three things
you've learned today...
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answers
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true or false wordsearch

fill in the blanks

Panther Chameleon

Juvenile panther chameleons are greyish brown.

Panther chameleons can live up to 50 in the wild.

Panther chameleons are native to the tropical forests of
Madagascar.

Panther chameleons are vegetarian.

Panther chameleons only change colour when they're
cold.

True               False

True               False

True               False

True               False

True               False

x

x

x

x

x

Panther chameleons are rainbow-coloured lizards. They have unusual feet which look like tongs and
helps them grip onto branches. Their toes are fused with two on the outside and three on the inside of
the foot. They also have a prehensile tail which means they can grip independently usually around
branches.
 


